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How can we still love Rock? It was Jr. High
hell, the worst of times . . . the girls were then
blossoming to maturity and you in your
foolish awkward rage insisted on savage
displays of feminine contempt and they
begged ridicule, anything hurled at them, even
a fist. Attention was love. Violence yes' that
was rock. Unable to visit the library for they
were always there among the shadows,
waiting to run your pants up a pole. The war
was everywhere . . . fighting for pencils,
names, girls, your manhood—while you
women giggled on above the suffering.
Athletics or grease with no D.M.Z. Half
jogged to soggy fields where agony seemed to
shake the soil. The coach had eight false teeth
which he attributed to not being a pansy; he
wore them like a sabre scar.
Grease was a commaradie of nihilism. They
sat for hours in Sinclair stations, silhouetted
against waves of smoke. Tough aliens, they
wore their shirts open and black slacks from
Penny's. There were the greaser chicks with
knee socks and off white pullovers. Always
with the largest breasts and strangest hair. If
you were to speak softly to them they loved
you like a father. Their men were the sons of
warriors and mechanics. Cars, like good stereo
equipment, were component masterpieces.
Product decals obscured at least one window
in any rod that had going guts . . . and a
swifter shifter glove hung menacingly about
the metal shaft that now erupted out of the
floor.
Machismo!
But, we ail listened to rock as it commonly
devoured the pulse of our generation-Bold as
love, if our lives could be like that.
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TOSHIKO TAKAEZU

Toshiko Takaezu, world famous for her
pottery and rya rugs, graced Boise State
February with an excellent workshop session.
Of Hawaiin upbringing, Miss Takaezu spent
much time involved in teaching, but recently
gave it up to devote herself to personal art
work. Her pots and rugs have been displayed
throughout the United States and Europe,
accompanied by acclaim and admiration.
Miss Takaezu overflowed with a charisma

glowing of warmth and humor, a feeling
which radiates through her craft. Those
attending the two day workshop were quietly
overcome by her soft presence, obviously a
woman deeply involved in what she loves. She
displayed a thorough understanding of the
medium, sensitive to the changing character
and moods of clay. She shaps it, a woman of
the earth, materializing her dreams in
unearthly ceramic beauty.
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On the Inside - January 31, 1971
Uriah Heep was too loud, Buddy Miles was
very good and Deep Purple was even louder
than Uriah Heep.

On the Outside - January 31, 1971

and
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When it was learned that fraudelent tickets
were on sale ticket holders were advised to
arrive early so that all legitimate passes might
be honored. As the concert was sold out in
advance there were no tickets sold at the
door. Those holding unofficial tickets were
turned away firing the escalating passions of
the crowd which had massed outside the
B.S.C. gymnasium . . . occasionally shoving its
legitimacy at the gate. As fights broke out and
brittle glass shattered. Boise Police were
summoned to maintain order. Cruel rhythms.
Why violence? One hypothesis would suggest
that you cannot artificially disengage creator
from creation. Rock culture does not perceive
the "concert" as a business proposition.
Rather, they assume the paid admission
policy to be an imposition of venal capitalism;
denying the communal spirit of the event. It
was perhaps best said by a young shadow
crawling through the skeleton of a B.S.C.
window. "They can't keep us out of our
concert."
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